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We will take care of all your academic needs at an affordable price. Get quality papers in over 80
subjects from expert academic writers at Solution Essays. Our prices depend on the urgency of
your assignment, your academic level, the course subject, and the length of the assignment.
Basically, more complex assignments will cost more than simpler ones. The level of expertise is
also a major determinant of the price of your assignment. At Solution Essays, we are
determined to deliver high-quality papers to our clients at a fair price. To ensure this happens
effectively, we have developed 5 beneficial guarantees. This guarantees will ensure you enjoy
using our website which is secure and easy to use. Our customers are assured of high-quality
papers and thus there are very rare cases of refund requests due to quality concern. All our
papers are written from scratch and according to your specific paper instructions. This
minimizes any chance of plagiarism. The papers are also passed through a plagiarism-detecting
software thus ruling out any chance of plagiarism. We offer free revisions in all orders delivered
as long as there is no alteration in the initial order instruction. We will revise your paper until
you are fully satisfied with the order delivered to you. All data on our website is stored as per
international data protection rules. This ensures that any personal data you share with us is
stored safely. We never share your personal data with third parties without your consent.
Ordering and sending money to us is an indication that you are purchasing our products and
services. To have business talks laid out in the official language, you can check on our terms
and conditions and get more information about this. Do you need solutions to your academic
problems? Solution Essays is here to solve all your academic problems. We offer all types of
homework help such as term papers, course work, research work, and all other assignments.
We offer high-quality papers at a reasonably low price. We have been providing academic help
to students from countries all over the world for years now. With our cheap essay writing
services, we have gained a lot of positive feedback from our clients which has earned us a
positive reputation in the business field. This is from our high-quality papers written from
scratch and thus producing original content. Our writers are experts and thus they can follow all
instructions and requirements of assignments to fully satisfy our clients. We help with high
school, college and university assignments at a fair price submitting high-quality papers. Using
our Solution Essays services is advantageous to students. Not only does it offer services at a
lower cost but also provides orders of high quality thus boosting your academic performance.
Ordering your academic papers with us is one of the best decisions you will make in your
academic life as you will never regret this decision. Although we provide our services at a low
price, we know how to balance quality, wages, and profit as we have been in this business for a
long time. Contact us for any academic assistance and we will reduce the academic burden on
you and put you on top of your class. Proceed to order page. With Solution Essays, you can get
high-quality essays at a lower price. This might seem impossible but with our highly skilled
professional writers all your custom essays, book reviews, research papers and other custom
tasks you order with us will be of high quality. We get a large number of clients and that makes
it possible for us to produce high-quality papers at a lower cost. Due to the quality of essays
delivered, we get more return and referred customers due to the high satisfaction rate. You can
also check our website for terms such as order my paper, continue to order or manage my
orders. Pressing on any of these terms will take you to the order page. On this page, you will fill
all your order details on the order form and create an account or sign in if you are not a
first-time customer and you already have an account with us. After this, make payment for your
order using the most convenient payment system for yourself. After your payment has been
received and verified our quality department will review your order and select the most qualified
writer to work on your order. Our support team will keep track of the progress of your order to
ensure everything goes as expected. To ensure we provide high-quality services to our clients,
we have employed highly skilled academic writers. All writers who want to work with us must go
through a series of tests. The series of tests are usually in English and all their different fields of
specialization. This is to ensure they have all the skills needed to produce high-quality papers.
With our professional writers, you can be sure to receive high quality and non-plagiarized
papers. Solution Essays employs writers with outstanding writing skills and full commitment to
making students life better. We ensure we select the best and most qualified writers to ensure
continuation in the production of high-quality essays and other academic papers. All our
academic papers are all written from scratch. This is because we are aware of the negative
effects plagiarism can have on the life of a student. We are aware of the possible punishments a
student can get due to submitting plagiarized work. We can never imagine any of our clients
getting zero or a very low grade and having to redo the course or being suspended or expelled
from their learning institution. We always ensure that all the papers delivered to our clients are
original and plagiarism free. We also have a disciplinary procedure for any writer who submits
plagiarized work where some even ends-up losing their contract with us due to this. This has

helped to ensure all our writers are disciplined when it comes to plagiarism and submission of
plagiarized content. We also provide a plagiarism report upon request by a client. This means
you can receive a paper and be sure it is original and non-plagiarized immediately you receive it
from us. Our writers are excellent when it comes to conducting intensive research and citing of
sources they use in all the major referencing styles. With Solution Essays, you can be sure to
receive high-quality papers with all assignment instructions strictly followed. All our essays are
customized and written from scratch to ensure they meet your requirements and specifications.
We also have internal plagiarism-detection software that helps us to ensure that none of our
paper is similar or has some copied parts from any source all over the internet. We are always
working hard to uplift our performance level to ensure that every customer that pays for a
service with us gets value for their money. This is fulfilled through the delivery of original and
high-quality content. A customer has the right to request a refund if the quality of the
assignment delivered does not meet their expectations. In this case, the money will be refunded
according to our money-back policy. You might not like the paper delivered to you due to some
reasons and if you have honest reasons that meet our expectations, you will get a refund. For
slight inconsistencies in the paper delivered, you can request a free revision. We offer free
revisions for all our papers. The paper can be revised by the writer who had done the paper or
you can request to have the paper revised by another writer. To get more information about this,
visit our revision policy and money-back guarantee pages or you can contact our support team
to get more information on the same. At Solution Essays, we are very careful when it comes to
meeting order deadlines. We are aware of the effects that can emerge as a result of the late
submission of assignments. To ensure everything happens on time, everyone in our company
takes their tasks seriously and performs them promptly to ensure our customers receive any
service they need on time. We have urgent order delivery option where you can place your order
and have it delivered between 8 to 24 hours. For urgent orders, you can contact our support
team directly through live chats, calls or email. Once you have completed the ordering process
of your paper, you can be sure to have the paper delivered on time with all order instructions
carefully followed. Our mission is to create a place where students turn to when they need any
academic help regardless of their complexity and urgency. We are very appreciative of your
decision to let us solve all your academic problems. We, therefore, promise to work to our best
to ensure you enjoy working with us. We will provide you with high-quality academic papers at a
lower cost. Feel free to contact us at any time of day or night to have all your academic needs
taken care of. You can also refer your family, friends, and classmate to contact us for any
academic help. We provide affordable writing services for students around the world. Contact
us for cheap writing assistance. Get your paper done by an expert We will take care of all your
academic needs at an affordable price. Order my paper. Calculate your essay price. Type of
paper. Academic level. Pages words. Basic features. On-demand options. Paper format. Our
guarantees At Solution Essays, we are determined to deliver high-quality papers to our clients
at a fair price. Read more. Zero-plagiarism guarantee All our papers are written from scratch and
according to your specific paper instructions. Free-revision policy We offer free revisions in all
orders delivered as long as there is no alteration in the initial order instruction. Privacy policy
All data on our website is stored as per international data protection rules. Fair-cooperation
guarantee Ordering and sending money to us is an indication that you are purchasing our
products and services. Calculate the price of your order Type of paper needed:. Pages: words.
You will get a personal manager and a discount. Academic level:. We'll send you the first draft
for approval by September 11, at AM. Total price:. The price is based on these factors:. Cheap
essay writing service Do you need solutions to your academic problems? Get high-quality
papers at affordable prices With Solution Essays, you can get high-quality essays at a lower
price. Get custom essays written by academic experts at an affordable price To ensure we
provide high-quality services to our clients, we have employed highly skilled academic writers.
Get affordable and plagiarism-free papers All our academic papers are all written from scratch.
Money-back guarantee We are always working hard to uplift our performance level to ensure
that every customer that pays for a service with us gets value for their money. On-time delivery
At Solution Essays, we are very careful when it comes to meeting order deadlines. Find the
Chevrolet headlight bulb size you need for your low beam or high beam. Also, find your
Chevrolet fog light bulb, reverse light bulb, turn signal bulb, brake light bulb and more. Every
Chevrolet light bulb size guide contains information from other Chevrolet owners. Need bulb
info on what to put in the dash for my gauges and lights. Trying to turn them pink! Thanks :.
Need the bulb size for the dashboard, stereo console and map lights for a chevy malibu ls v6.
Please and thank you. Hey guys, love your site. Can I get some info on bulb sizes for a chevrolet
pickup c please? Could you please list the bulbs for a Chevrolet Suburban? Thanks, Ben. Stan,
we are happy we could help you with your Chevrolet Suburban light bulb size guide needs.

Long, as much as we would like to help you with your Chevrolet Spark, we only have
information about United States Domestic Market cars. Good luck with your search. Looking for
a bulb guide for a chevy Tahoe. Can I use the one for the Chevy Suburban? I was wondering if
the bulb guide for a Cavalier would be the same as a Cavalier? Your email address will not be
published. Skip to content. Chevrolet Light Bulb Size Guides. The best part? Leave a Comment
Cancel Reply Your email address will not be published. Follow Us. Copyright by ModifiedLife.
Complete basic car included engine bay, interior and exterior lights, under dash harness, starter
and ignition circuits, instrumentation, etc. Complete basic car included engine bay, interior and
exterior lights, under dash harness, starter and ignition circuits, instrumentation, etc Original
factory wire colors including tracers when applicable Large size, clear text, easy to read Original
factory wire Dash has instrument lights for oil, temp, etc Complete basic car included engine
bay, interior and Complete basic car included engine bay, interior and exterior lights, under
dash harness, starter and ignition circuits, instrumentation, Dash has instrument lights for oil,
temp, etc Complete basic car included engine bay, interior and exterior lights, Two sheets
placed side by side shows main basic car diagram. Factory wire colors, specific to your car
Large size, clear text, easy to read Laminated for ease of use. Complete basic car included
engine, interior, exterior lights, under dash area, instrumentation, etc This diagram shows
indicator light dash and optional console with full gauges ammeter, tachometer, gas, etc
Original factory wire colors If you need your diagram s in days please select UPS at checkout.
Quick view. Tech Center. Our Dealers. About Us. Car Show See More. Find detailed tech tips for
your product and project. Please contact us if you need some help! Have you ever wondered
why there is no neutral safety switch on our Universal Series columns with a shifter? You would
want that switch located in one position whereas the guy with the Ford pickup will need it
located in a different position. Not to worry, we have the solution! If you want a neutral safety
switch on your column all you need to do is some simple measuring and tell us where it needs
to be. We can then build your column with the switch mounted to your specs. Hook the solenoid
wire from the ignition switch to the top tab on the right side of the NSS. Connect a wire from the
bottom tab to the starter solenoid marked with the letter "S". One tab goes to a fuse that is hot
all the time. The other tab goes to the back-up lights. If no back-up lights are to be used,
disregard these directions and do not hook any wires to either tab. If you remove the switch to
paint the column, you may have to adjust it so it will only start in park and neutral again. If they
are not securely installed, the lower shift lever may vibrate loose, allowing it to fall off the
column. This quick and easy step of synchronizing your ididit Steering Column is often times
overlooked and should be done before placing your steering wheel and adaptor onto your
column for final assembly. If you look at the top portion of your ididit steering column you will
see that the shaft extends further than the length of the column and protrudes through the
center of the white Horn Cam, which sits above the top of the column sleeve. The Horn Cam not
only acts as the mechanism for your horn, but it? In order for your turn signals to cancel
properly the Horn Cam needs to be in the correct position. To do this, check to verify that your
driving wheels are pointed straight and your steering column is connected properly to your box
or rack. With your thumb and index finger turn the horn cam until the horn tube the white tube
that sticks up is at the position. Now that the Horn Cam is properly aligned your turn signals will
cancel like they should and you can now complete the installation of your steering wheel and
adaptor. Ok, you've run the wires for your turn signals and connected power to the fuse panel.
You've plugged the column into your harness and then you turn on your left or right turn signal
to find that all the turn signal lights light up at the same time. What's up with that??? More often
than not the issue will be one of two things, we'll start with the easy one first. Check to make
sure that your 4-way flasher knob is pulled all the way out. If it is even partially engaged you can
get some weird things happening. If your 4-way flasher knob is not the issue we'll look at option
2. Most older cars have dual element bulbs at all four corners. Turn on the lights and they light
up. Turn on the turn signals or step on the brake rear lights only and they light up brighter. This
is assuming of course that your wiring is hooked up correctly. What happens if the wires
running to those lights are crisscrossed? Power feeds back through the headlight switch and
out to all four of those lights. The tricky part is that it could be any of the four, so you'll have
some checking to do. Luckily, it is simple enough to check with a test light. Once you've found
the offending wire socket you should be able to reverse the wires and your problem will be
solved. If you have any questions feel free to give us a call or email us and we'll be happy to
help. Click on diagram to enlarge. Our part will work on the Impala and Chevelle not the
SuperSport as well as the Nova wheel as these wheels have a different diameter. As we identify
others we will be sure to keep you updated. Use of a different year wheel WILL result in damage
to the turn signal switch! The stock steering wheel will bolt directly to the top of an ididit
steering column with no additional accessories or modifications. This wire, no matter what

anyone says otherwise should NEVER be hooked to anything other than the negative side of the
horn relay. If this wire gets any type of power, your column could potentially short out and
cause major damage to your vehicle. We urge you to read all instructions prior to installation.
Original Camaro floor shift columns came with a neutral safety switch. When installing your new
ididit Camaro tilt floor shift column, you will need to relocate the neutral safety switch to the
transmission. If you have any questions regarding this please give us a call! This poses a slight
problem. If you are faced with this issue, when ordering your ididit column simply give us a call
or let your dealer know that you will need a column that is 2 inches longer and the added length
will give you all the room you need to clear the tachometer. The mount has a strong clamp that
secures the mount to the column and if you tighten it too much there is a good chance you
could deform your column. It is especially important if you have a column shift column as it will
affect the shifting mechanism inside the column. If you are having difficulty getting into any
gear, your floor mount is too tight. Our advice is to make sure the clamp is snug, but not too
tight. Defining the type of golf cart you are working on is important when ordering your column.
If you have a gas powered cart the horn can be used as it originally came, on the floor or
connected to the steering column. If you have an electric cart there is a grounding issue that
will need to be dealt with as an electric cart has no isolated ground. Your ididit column needs an
isolated ground in order for the horn button to work. We have a simple solution however. It does
require a special lever and relay pack. Here at ididit, we try to get you the best information
possible, and now we have a way to make choosing the right parts easier. Click here for a list of
the most common steering boxes used on the market, along with their manufacturer and input
shaft sizes to help you find what u-joint or rag joint to use. If your Jeep has a Painless Wiring
Harness installed, we recommend that you use Ignition Relay Pack in order for everything to
work properly. Click here for more information. Click on the link to download the instructions
for the re-seating kit. Repair of an Unseated ididit Steering Column. We never want to be
negative, but we also want to be truthful and let you know what our columns won? Luckily, it is
a very short list. Do you have a Impala with the factory tach in the dash? Unfortunately our
Impala Retrofit steering column is not compatible with the factory tach. Our column is fatter that
the original and the two just don't play well together. How about an early Mustang with the Rally
Pac gauge cluster? Same problem, the bigger dimensions of our Retrofit column just won't
work with them. One of the easiest ways to identify an ididit steering column is to find the serial
number. This number is so important, in fact, it can even be considered the column's birth
certificate! The 6-digit number can be found in the upper sleeve on the inner plate, as show in
the photo above. It's very helpful when we're troubleshooting any issues you may have. The
serial number tells us when the column was built, who built it, what type it is, what dealer
bought it, whether it's a floor shift or column shift, and more. Once we know this number we'll
be able to give you tech advice and any information you might need! Want to figure out if you
have an ididit column or not? Here are a few simple features to look for to help you determine if
you have an ididit steering column. The ididit column sleeve will have a round cut hole for the
4-way flasher. All ididit columns have an ididit foil, mechanically stamped serial number tag
located inside the top of the column. For an in-depth description of our column features and
what to look for, watch this video! The slit, or cut down the side of the ididit race retainer is
normal and is not a break or stress fracture in the piece itself. If the race retainer is removed
from the column, it should be replaced with the sharp side down. The load spring will rest on
the backside flat back of the race retainer, and not on the inside of the retainer. Q: Checking a
Relay Pack on an ididit steering column You will need either a continuity tester or ohm meter
and a test light in order to test the relay pack. For the next test you will need to switch your
testing tool to a test light. Using the test light, check for incoming power from the back of the
starter or starter solenoid to the relay pack. This would be the big RED wire on our relay pack.
Now turn the key past off into the run position. Turn the key to crank and hold. If any of the
circuits do not cycle as described, the relay could be bad or the terminals may not be seated
properly. You should be able to hear and feel these relays click. If nothing is happening the
ground has to be bad or the power supply is not there. Q: How to adapt your steering wheel to
an ididit steering column You've got the ididit column, and now your looking at steering wheels.
You know in most cases that you'll need an adaptor to attach the wheel to the column, but
which one do you need? First, to fit an ididit column you'll need one that is designed to fit a GM
passenger car column. Second is the bolt pattern. Aftermarket wheels come in a variety of
styles and finishes as well as bolt patterns. Grant and GT Performance wheels use either a
3-bolt or 5-bolt pattern depending on the wheel. There are 6-bolt patterns used by Momo, Nardi,
Motolita, Cobra and many more. To make this even more fun, most of them have different bolt
spacing! Then there are the 9-bolt pattern wheels from Billet Specialties, Budnik, Lecarra and
others. If you don't know what brand of wheel you have, we can usually match it up with the bolt

count and spacing between the bolts. Call us, e-mail us, send us pictures Q: Fitting a stock GM
steering wheel to an ididit column Here's what you need to know when fitting your original GM
steering wheel to an ididit steering column. Because ididit Universal and most Retrofit steering
columns are GM based most GM passenger car steering wheels will fit our columns. Any GM
passenger car steering wheels will bolt directly onto our columns. We haven't tried all the
different stock GM wheels that are out there and it can be spotty as to which years fit but here's
what we do know; some early 50's GM Chevy Truck wheels fit great where some from the 60's
just won't work at all. Not sure what you have? Email us a few pictures and we'll be happy to
help! The wheels themselves have a variety of bolt hole patterns with 3, 5, 6 and 9 making up
virtually all of them. They are machined out of a solid "billet" of aluminum and are available in a
brushed or polished finish as well as chrome plated or black powder coated. Here are some of
the most frequently asked questions about our adaptors. What adaptor do I need to get to fit
your columns? Most ididit steering columns are designed to accept an adaptor that fits GM
passenger car columns. Keep in mind that we also offer columns with a Ford top shaft such as
our Mustang, Falcon, Ford truck and Bronco columns. The adaptors used for our Ford style
columns are year and model specific. Please contact us with any questions regarding Ford
applications. How much do I tighten the nut that holds the adaptor on? We recommend using no
more than 35 ft. How much of a gap should be between the back of the adaptor and the top of
the column? Can I put my stock wheel on an ididit column? Most GM passenger car steering
wheels will fit most of our columns. Often times we can adapt pre GM wheels as well, just call
us for details. Remember those Ford columns? Again, they are very year and model specific. If
you have a Mustang and want to put a wheel on it, more than likely you're going to damage to
both the wheel and the column. So stick with the one that? We hope this helps answer a
question or two for you. We're always as close as your phone or computer, so don't hesitate to
contact us with questions about any ididit, inc. Q: Swivel Ball Floor Mount Specs One of the
most important aspects of any steering column installation is making sure that the column is
firmly secured. Having a proper floor mount is essential for column function. The ididit swivel
ball floor mount is a great looking and safe way to secure your column where it goes through
the firewall. Here are some helpful dimensions to ensure a good installation. The O. Q: Female
End Plug. Yes it is shorter than the male plug, but rest assured, it does fit. You are only
connecting to the end of the plug that has wires attached to it and not the whole plug itself. For
aesthetic purposes, you can cut off the end of the male plug that is not used or you can just
leave it as it is. Either way you choose, the female end plug will still attach the steering column
wiring harness to your vehicles electrical system. For a visual watch our video. Learn More.
Maumee St. Tecumseh, MI Find a Dealer Dealer Resources. Q: Neutral Safety Switch for
Universal Columns Have you ever wondered why there is no neutral safety switch on our
Universal Series columns with a shifter? If you are not sure if there is, you can make a jumper
wire. If your switch is not this style they are available at an auto parts store. If none of this is
working, have the two testers ready and stand near your vehicle and give us a call. One of our
tech people will talk you through this and assist you in finding the issue. Please note: ididit's
ignition switch is designed to drop out of the Acc feed during crank. Q: How to get your turn
signals to cancel properly This quick and easy step of synchronizing your ididit Steering
Column is often times overlooked and should be done before placing your steering wheel and
adaptor onto your column for final assembly. Q: Common Turn Signal Wiring Issues Ok, you've
run the wires for your turn signals and connected power to the fuse panel. Q: ididit Horn Kit
Update ididit offers two different horn kits designed to adapt your older, stock GM steering
wheels to the ididit column. Q: Steering Wheel Adaptors for Mustangs As most of you know, if
you have an ididit Mustang Retrofit column with a Ford splined top shaft you can bolt your
original Mustang steering wheel directly to the column as long as the wheel is for the same year
application as the column. If you plan on using an aftermarket wheel you will need to use a
steering wheel adaptor. Grant and Lecarra steering wheels are some of the most popular. Here
are the part numbers for the correct adaptors to use if you have a Grant or Lecarra wheel. The
Lecarra adaptors should work with any 9-bolt pattern steering wheel. Q: Golf Carts with Horn
Defining the type of golf cart you are working on is important when ordering your column. You
open the box, take it out and marvel at the beautiful brushed finish and think to yourself, this
looks so good I am just going to install it as is! What happens to bare steel if it's not painted? It
rusts When we finish assembly of all of the bare steel columns they are rubbed down with rag
that is saturated in WD Even if you're not sure of the color yet, you need to at least get a good
primer down. We have tried various clears Before doing any painting however, you'll need to
clean off that WD and anything else that may have gotten on it. Even the oil from your fingers
can ruin a paint job. Mineral spirits or denatured alcohol works great. So while we understand
that the column does look nice right out of the box, it won't look good down the road unless you

paint it. Q: Are you using LED lights? But if you do decide to go the LED route, one thing to
keep in mind is your flasher can, as it will need to be changed over to a no-load flasher. LED
lights use much less power than the older incandescent bulbs and will throw off the flasher can.
It will either blink really fast or really slow. A no-load flasher will easily fix this. Q: Using
Halogen bulbs for you headlights? If one of your headlights burn out, you should replace both
of them at the same time. Replacing just one, will cause the new one to be brighter than the old
one. Big deal you might say? The oil on your hands and fingertips will cause a hot spot on the
glass and will shorten its lifespan greatly. Q: I have Halogen Headlights, what relay will I need?
We sell the Ron Francis Wire Works kit. It consists of a momentary switch that is in the end of
either the turn or tilt lever whatever you prefer and a relay box. The installation and operation is
very simple with one possible exception This special relay is used in conjunction with the
standard dimmer relay to help handle the additional amperage required to work with the
halogen head lights. We stock these kits and will be happy to help you in determining which kit
will work for you. Q: Got a polished aluminum column thats lost it's shine? Try this tip! Polished
Aluminum steering columns over time can start to lose their shine. Q: What Corvette adapter do
I need for my reproduction wheel Some Corvette reproduction wheels are made using a late
style Corvette bolt pattern. Here at ididit, we offer two different adaptors for the Corvette. Please
note however that the bolt patterns between the two are very similar to one another, but only
one works with a reproduction wheel. We have one adaptor that fits the early Vette , and the
other adaptor we offer will fit and 68 Corvettes. The and 68 Corvette adaptor is the one that you
will need to fit a reproduction wheel. The early Vette version will simply not work. Listed below
is an example of the pattern wheel and the adaptors. Q: Can I powder coat my column with other
colors? By having us do the final assembly, your warranty will be fully intact. This column will
be considered "custom" so additional charges may apply, please call us for details. Q: Get your
"throttle by wire" cruisin' with ididit! Rostra Hot Rod cruise control kits for your "throttle by
wire" LS engines are now available directly from ididit! When you're set to order your new ididit
column say you have a throttle by wire and we'll install the cruise lever and run the wiring when
we build your column. It's as simple as that! Already have your ididit column? This new "throttle
by wire" kit comes complete with everything you'll need to install including instructions so
you'll be cruisin' in no time! Q: What we don't fit Q: How to find the serial number on an ididit
steering column One of the easiest ways to identify an ididit steering column is to find the serial
number. Q: ididit Race Retainer Tip The slit, or cut down the side of the ididit race retainer is
normal and is not a break or stress fracture in the piece itself. Q: Steering Wheel Adaptors
Nearly every aftermarket steering wheel out there requires a separate hub adaptor to mount the
wheel to the column. Here are some of the most frequently asked questions about our adaptors
1. Q: Checking an ignition switch on an ididit steering column You will need either a continuity
tester or ohm meter and a test light in order to test the ignition switch. Unplug the 4 terminal
connector on the column. Off: turn forward clockwise 1 position from ACC. NO wires should
have continuity. Run: turn forward clockwise 1 more position. If all was good, plug the column
back into relay pack. The column switch is good! Next, you will count the number of splines.
Sounds easy but often times there will be a flat spot machined on one side. Now what? Count
the splines and then multiply x2. Typical spline counts are 26, 30, or Connectors do not
interchange and must be used in pairs. If you need to change this connector for any reason the
following schematic will be helpful. Q: Keep it Cool! Ideally you should be at least 6 to 7 inches
away from headers or heat sources, but we know that may be impossible in some instances.
Also note that you should never use heat wrap on the column. Heat wrap should be used on the
headers only. Another option is to fabricate a heat shield to go between the column and
headers. Q: How to and not to! We're talking about a bare steel column here. Not chrome, not
black powder coated, not aluminum. Could you? Sure, if you're talented enough but you're
going to ruin the finish so let's not go there. We have taken many calls over the years about this
and here are a few tips to help you. The 1 most important thing to know is to never, never, never
ground to the center shaft of the column. Those of you that are experienced welders no doubt
do not need to be told this but, we have repaired many columns over the years with melted pivot
balls and wiring harnesses from people doing just that. There is a bushing down there that is
made out of delrin and it will melt! We have replaced many of those as well from people doing
this. It then arcs up and around where it exits the tube at o'clock. So, do your best to avoid the
underside of the top of the tube as well as the wire slot area. We suggest a series of spot welds.
Hit it, let it cool and repeat. You can work your way around the tube and achieve a good solid
weld. Another way to prevent excess heat is to use a wet rag. It will keep the heat localized to
the area you? Get it done with none of the above issues to worry about and send it back to us to
be assembled. This is perfect if you're looking at having a chrome or black column. We'll ship
you a completed column with brackets attached. We offer two versions of our Mustang Ford

style steering column. Our standard version is used for a traditional setup a stock box and our
rack version is design to be used with a rack and pinion system. For those of you that are
thinking about using a Borgeson power assisted box, we recommend using our rack steering
column due to it being a bit shorter. With the Mustang, use of the standard column with the
Borgeson box will move the steering wheel nearly 2" closer to the driver. Additionally, please
note that we DO NOT have a column that with will work with a Mustang using the Borgeson box
due to the length of the column on the '69 Mustang and the location of the steering box. The
added length of the Borgeson steering box makes it a bad fit. Q: Rusty U-Joints? Have you ever
had a shiny, brand new U-joint rust on you? That's because it's not made from real stainless
steel. As the name implies, stainless steel will not tarnish. When you purchase U-Joints and
wanna keep the rust off, make sure it's stainless steel. Q: OUCH! That was shocking! As the
days keep getting warmer and warmer finally we thought we would bring up a topic that we tend
to get more calls about in the summer months. Why did I get a shock from my? It feels like
being hit by a lightning bolt! So when we answer these frantic calls we know what the 1 issue is
the column is not grounded well OR the column is grounded well but something else is not. As
a rule, all cars with gas or diesel engines should have a ground wire from the battery to the
frame, the frame to the engine and the engine to firewall. Thus all systems have ground
available. To keep those jolts at bay, ALL electrical components need to have a ground. And
trust me if there are none, it will find one. If there is no ground wire in place from the body to the
frame, the steering column can become one. By design, the column attaches to the body and
then by way of the steering box or rack, it attaches to the frame. A U-Joint or a Coupler makes
this ground work but a rag joint does not. A way to test for a proper ground is to use a
continuity tester and test from the center shaft of the steering column to the frame. If you have
continuity everything is good and you'll be safe from shock. But if you do not have continuity,
you need to add a ground somehow. We normally get ground during column installation. It
seems inevitable that the column gets scratched where the mounts hold it in place and this is
normally enough. Another option you can choose is to drill and install a short screw and wire
below the wire outlet on the column. Then run that wire to a known ground source. What else
needs a ground? An optional turn signal lever with button, or tilt lever with button will also need
a ground due to the electrical components needed to run your dimmer or wiper kit as well as
some horn buttons. The most common steering column piece that gets overlooked is the horn
button. Especially the billet horn buttons that use a rubber O- ring to hold it in place. For
obvious reasons, this O- ring prevents ground. The ground for the button is intermittent at best.
To attach a ground, look at the back of the button and located off center you should find a
threaded hole or a male s
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pade connector. Using a piece of wire inches long, attach one end to the threaded hole or
spade connector then attach the other end of the wire to one of the puller holes with a bolt.
Doing this will normally fix the grounding issue. Why do these shocks get worse when it's hot
out you ask? Sweat is water and as we all know water and electricity don't mix. It's not the volts
you have to worry about, it's the AMPS! But my steering column is well grounded, could it be
something else? Yes, it could be. Just think of this, on a nice hot day the driver's side window is
down and your arm maybe resting on the door. If your door has power windows, and has a bad
ground, your arm will act as the perfect ground. I guess your column did have a good ground!
So while getting your car ready to go to your favorite car show this summer, do yourself and
your body a favor and check those grounds! Upgrade Your Ignition Learn More. Upgrade Your
Igintion Learn More. Contact Us. Contact Us Tech Center ididit.

